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Abstract

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is an aminopolycarboxylic acid and complex-

ation agent that is able to bind a large variety of metals. The formation of highly sta-

ble metal-EDTA complexes is generally very quick. This has led to the use of EDTA in

a variety of applications, including food, medical, and household applications. In the

current study, we have investigated the fragmentation behavior of EDTA and various

metal complexes under collision-induced dissociation (CID), infrared-multiphoton dis-

sociation (IRMPD), and higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) activation condi-

tions. Both, positive and negative mode electrospray ionization (ESI) were applied.

The metals used to complex with EDTA ranged from alkaline earth metals, such as

sodium and cesium, via calcium, nickel, zinc, aluminum, copper, iron, and indium to

yttrium and several lanthanides. Furthermore, the protonated and deprotonated spe-

cies of EDTA, as well as disodium and trisodium species, have been subjected to frag-

mentation. The results show that characteristic fragmentations were obtained for

EDTA and the metal complexes under the investigated conditions. The use of an ion

cyclotron resonance (ICR) and an Orbitrap mass spectrometer, as high resolution-

accurate mass instruments, allowed the assignment of elemental compositions

undoubtedly for the vast majority of fragments. Certain trends were observed that

trend correlated with the size of the metal and the location within the periodic table.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, C10H16N2O8), here abbrevi-

ated as H4L with L4� comprising C10H12N2O8
4�, is a chelating agent

that complexes a wide range of metal ions (Men+) and was first syn-

thesized in 1935.1 Complexed metal ions range from all alkali metals

with rather low stability constants, via all alkaline earth metals, like

calcium and magnesium; transition metals like cobalt, nickel, copper,

cadmium, and zinc to lanthanides and actinides.2,3 EDTA as

hexadentate ligand often forms distorted octahedral complexes with

the metal ion as central atom.4 Metal-EDTA complexes with a seven-

fold coordination of the metal ion, including an extra water ligand,

have also been described for Fe2+, Mg2+, Cd2+, Co2+, Mn2+, Cr3+, V3+,

Ti3+, Ti4+, and In3+. Other metals, like Ca2+, Er3+, Yb3+, and Zr4+,

even show a coordination number of eight with EDTA, including two

additional water molecules. Furthermore, octahedral complexes con-

taining a pentadentate EDTA with a non-complexed acetate group

and an additional water molecule have been described for Ni2+, Co3+,
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Cu2+, and Fe3+.5,6 Especially, MeII and MeIII ions form very stable

complexes, as complex formation constants (logK) range from 7.88

(BaII-EDTA) to 41.4 (CoIII-EDTA).2

With the extraordinarily high thermodynamic stability, EDTA is a

widely used chemical in industry to complex and bind metal ions.

EDTA has also been frequently used for medical purposes. Here,

EDTA was applied as antidote during chelation therapies to cure metal

poisoning.7–10 Recent developments, however, avoid the use of EDTA

in treatment of metal poisoning due to the inconvenience of paren-

teral administration and the tendency to increase the neurotoxicity of

several metals.11 In the laboratory, EDTA is most frequently employed

to determine metal ion concentrations in complexometric titrations or

to deactivate metal-dependent enzymes. In terms of mass spectromet-

ric (MS) research, EDTA is often applied during metal quantification in

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), where EDTA

is utilized to bind and dissolve metal ions of interest.12–14

In molecular MS, EDTA is also employed to enable the detection

and quantification of metal ions, which is mostly impossible with the

naked Men+ metal ions.15–17 Typically, direct infusion or flow injection

of mixtures for detection or quantification of complexed metal ions is

performed, while the use of capillary electrophoresis-MS coupling has

also been described.18 The later was also utilized to determine EDTA

levels in human plasma and urine.19 While very specific systems, like

the competitive behavior of Th4+ and Mn2+ in EDTA complexation or

the simultaneous monitoring of Tl1+ and Tl3+ in a mixture with EDTA

and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) have been carried out

utilizing MS, more general studies with focus on the fragmentation

behavior of EDTA and corresponding metal complexes are lac-

king.20,21 Only a small number of studies go beyond the general

detectability and investigate for instance stability constants of Cu2+-,

Zn2+- and Ni2+-EDTA by ESI-MS.22 Barely any information is avail-

able on the fragmentation behavior of uncomplexed EDTA,23,24 while

no data on metal-EDTA complexes are available.

Here, we have investigated the fragmentation behavior of EDTA,

its various sodium complexes, and a large variety of metal-EDTA com-

plexes in positive and negative ESI ionization by collision-induces dis-

sociation (CID), higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD), and

infrared-multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) in combination with high

resolution-accurate mass detection.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 | Materials

Disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid dihydrate (EDTA-Na2 �
2 H2O, ≥99%), CaSO4 � 2 H2O (≥98%), NiSO4 � 6 H2O (≥99%), CuSO4

� 5 H2O (≥99.5%), ZnSO4 � 7 H2O (≥99.5%), CsCl (≥99.999%), FeCl3

(≥98.5%), LaCl3 � H2O (99.999%), ammonium acetate (≥97%), and

formic acid (≥98%) were supplied by Carl Roth. PrCl3
� 6 H2O (99.9%),

HoCl3 � 6 H2O (99.9%), InCl3 (98%+), YCl3 � x H2O (99.9%), and LuCl3

� 6 H2O (99.9%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and AlCl3 (99%),

GdCl3 � 6 H2O (99.99%), TbCl3 � 6 H2O (99.9%), and TmCl3 (99.9%)

from Sigma-Aldrich. Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm�1) was obtained

from a Millipore system (Milli-Q Plus system), and gradient grade

methanol was purchased from J.T. Baker.

2.2 | Sample preparation

Metal-EDTA complexes were prepared by mixing 249 μl of a 2.5mM

solution of EDTA-Na2 � 2 H2O in 0.2 M ammonium acetate buffer

(pH 8.5) with 62 μl of the corresponding metal salt solution (50 mM in

water), followed by incubation for 2 h at 37�C to yield a 2 mM solu-

tion of the metal-EDTA complex. For analyses of EDTA and the differ-

ent sodium-EDTA complexes (Na-EDTA (NaH3L), Na2-EDTA

(Na2H2L), Na3-EDTA (Na3HL)), EDTA-Na2 � 2 H2O was dissolved in

0.2 M ammonium acetate buffer (pH 8.5) to a concentration of 5 mM.

Prior to measurements, all solutions were diluted 1:100 (v/v) in 50%

methanol and 0.1% formic acid and directly infused into the MS.

2.3 | Mass spectrometry

Survey MS spectra, as well as CID and HCD fragmentation spectra,

were acquired on an Orbitrap XL (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and IRMPD

fragmentation was performed on an LTQ FT MS Ultra (Thermo Fisher

Scientific), both equipped with an ESI interface. Samples were intro-

duced at a flow rate of 5 μl min�1. The ESI voltage was set to 5 kV, the

sheath gas flow (nitrogen) to 15 arb, and the temperature of the trans-

fer capillary to 230�C. Ion transfer parameters were tuned automati-

cally for maximum intensity of the [M+H]+ in positive and the [M-H]�

ions in negative ion mode for all investigated complexes separately.

Heliumwas used as collision gas in CID and nitrogen in HCD activation,

correspondingly. Survey and fragmentation spectra were acquired with

a resolution of 60,000 in the Orbitrap and 100,000 in the FTICR. Pre-

cursor ions were isolated with a Δm/z of 8 with the exception of Al-

EDTA in positive ionization mode and Fe-EDTA in negative ionization

mode (see Section 3). Normalized collision energies, IRMPD irradiation

intensities, and times (ms) are given in figures (supporting information)

and were adopted from previously published investigations of DOTA

complexes, yielding typically about 10% of relative precursor ion inten-

sity within the corresponding fragment spectra.25 Activation time in

CID experimentswas always set to 30 ms. IRMPD andHCD fragmenta-

tion spectra have been recorded with a mass range of m/z 50–500, and

CID spectra were acquired with the lowest possible m/z for the lower

limit, typically restricted to 25% of the precursor ionmass due to stabili-

zation in the ion trap and an upper m/z limit of 500.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Survey spectra

The non-metal containing EDTA was easily detected in both ioniza-

tion modes, yielding the [H5L]
+ and the [H3L]

� ions as abundant
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signals. The most abundant signal in ESI of the employed EDTA-Na2 �
2 H2O solution was Na-EDTA [NaH4L]

+ in the positive and EDTA

[H3L]
� in negative ionization mode. Further signals in positive ioniza-

tion were Na2-EDTA [Na2H3L]
+ and Na3-EDTA [Na3H2L]

+. All signals

were in the same order of magnitude, while very low abundant

signals for Na4-EDTA [Na4HL]+ and Na5-EDTA [Na5L]
+ have also

been observed (Figure 1A). In negative ionization mode, the observed

signals for Na2-EDTA [Na2HL]� and Na3-EDTA [Na3L]
� were signifi-

cantly lower in intensity when compared with [H3L]
� and species con-

taining four or five sodium have not been observed.

The Cs-EDTA mixture showed [CsH4L]
+ as low abundant species,

while the cesium ion [Cs]+ was the most abundant ion in positive ESI

here (Figure 1B). Additionally, [CsNaH3L]
+ and [CsNa2H2L]

+, two spe-

cies containing both cesium and sodium, were detected. In negative

ESI, the unbound cesium was not detected, and the Cs-EDTA complex

was mostly detected as [CsH2L]
�.

The MeII-EDTA (Me = Ca, Ni, Cu, Zn) complexes all showed the

expected [MeH3L]
+ species in positive and [MeHL]� species in nega-

tive ionization.

The MeIII-EDTA (Me = Al, Fe, In) complexes were also detected as

[MeH2L]
+ in positive and [MeL]� in negative ionization. [AlH2L]

+ at m/z

317.0560 interfered with the 2 � 13C signal of [NaH4L]
+ at m/z

317.0841, so the isolation width for fragmentation experiments was

lowered to one and extra care was taken when assessing corresponding

fragment spectra for sum formulae. In negative ionization, this was less

pronounced, as here the sodium adducts of EDTA were much lower in

intensity. Iron showed the dominant formation of [FeIIHL]� in negative

mode. Thus, FeIII in complex with EDTA, similar to FeIII-DOTA, was

mostly converted to FeII-EDTA under reducing negative ESI condi-

tions.25 For fragmentation experiments of FeIII-EDTA, the isolation

width was so similarly lowered to one, in order to exclude the FeII-EDTA

complex from fragmentation experiments of FeIII-EDTA. To exclude

major abundance changes in the resulting fragment spectra that stem

from the reduced isolation width, we also performed MS/MS experi-

ments with an isolation width of Δm/z = 8 and did not observe notice-

able differences in intensities of Al- and FeIII-EDTA-derived fragments.

Yttrium that has been regarded as quasilanthanide throughout

this manuscript and all investigated lanthanides harbor nine coordina-

tion sites. While EDTA only provides six coordination sites, complexes

containing several water molecules comprise the solution form of

these complexes.26 Using ESI as soft ionization technique, ions of the

form [LnH2L]
+ (Ln = Y, La, Pr, Gd, Ho, Tb, Tm, Lu) and also [LnH2L

+H2O]+ have been detected in positive mode. Interestingly, no signals

for [LnH2L+2 H2O]+ or [LnH2L+3 H2O]+ were detected in positive

mode, indicating that the water molecules are only weakly bound.

Although no steps (e.g., manipulation of source or ion transfer condi-

tions) were undertaken to optimize the intensity of potential water

adducts, the tendency for water addition was clearly visible and

increased with increasing atomic number, while it was only signifi-

cantly apparent among the lanthanides (Figure 2). In negative ion

mode, only ions of the form [LnL]� were detected, and no water-

containing ions were detected. No methanol or formic acid adducts,

both present in the infused solution, were observed in any of the per-

formed experiments.

F IGURE 1 Survey spectra of (A) a solution of EDTA, showing protonated EDTA as [H5L]
+ and the various sodium adducts (Na-EDTA

[NaH4L]
+, Na2-EDTA [Na2H3L]

+, Na3-EDTA [Na3H2L]
+, Na4-EDTA [Na4HL]+, and Na5-EDTA [Na5L]

+), and (B) a mixture of CsCl and EDTA,
showing the cesium ion [Cs]+, the Cs-EDTA complex [CsH4L]

+, and various sodium adducts. Magnification (50-fold) is given on top of the
spectrum
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In summary, all investigated metals showed an abundant molecular

ion for the corresponding metal-EDTA complex in both ionization

modes. Thus, further fragmentation of all EDTA complexes could be

performed utilizing CID, IRMPD, and HCD activation. All respective

fragmentation schemes are shown in the supporting information, and

description of fragmentation focuses on the gradual CO2 loss channels.

3.2 | Positive CID

3.2.1 | EDTA

In the positive CID fragmentation spectra, the protonated EDTA

[H5L]
+ showed three abundant signals. The neutral loss of H2CO2 to

form [C9H15O6N2]
+ was detected as main fragment here (Figure S1).

Interestingly, no signal comprising the single loss of CO2 to m/z

249.1081, omitting the extra formal H2 loss, was detected. Further

combined losses of two CO2 and C2H7N or C2H7N and CO were also

observed. Further, MS3 fragmentation yielded losses of CO2 and com-

binations of one or two CO2, CO, and alkylamino residues from the

diaminoethylene bridge of the EDTA ligand. The MS4 yielded only

losses of CO and H2CO2. No higher MSN experiments were possible,

due to the low abundance of fragment signals in the MS4.

3.2.2 | MeI-EDTA complexes

The MS/MS spectra of the sodiated [NaH4L]
+ and cesium containing

[CsH4L]
+ EDTA were profoundly different, while both metals belong

to the group of alkali metals (Figure S2). The sodium containing com-

plex mostly showed loss of C2H2O2 or C2H2O2 and water. Other

abundant signals in the MS/MS of [NaH4L]
+ comprised to stem from

losses of CO2 or two CO2 and C2H7N. In the MS/MS spectrum of

[CsH4L]
+, instead, only one single abundant [Cs]+ signal was

observed. Other signals were at least 1,000-fold less in intensity, and

corresponding signals, as observed on case of sodium, were not

detected at all. This behavior proved that also, in the gas phase, both

complex stability constants are very different and mirror the solution

stability (logK 1.86 for Na-EDTA and 0.2 for Cs-EDTA). Additionally,

this might also reflect the highly reduced ability of cesium to bind in a

multidentate conformation to EDTA due to its larger effective ionic

radius (102 pm for Na+ and 167 pm for Cs+).2,27 Hence, no further

MSN (N > 2) fragmentation of the Cs-EDTA complex could be carried

out. The MS3 of Na-EDTA resulted in losses of water, ketene, and

most abundantly two CO2 and C2H7N, while no MS4 could be per-

formed in this fragmentation channel due to the low intensities.

3.2.3 | Na2- and Na3-EDTA complexes

The CID MS/MS spectrum of Na2-EDTA [Na2H3L]
+ most abundantly

showed the loss of two CO2 and H2, among losses of C2H2O2, three

CO2 and H2, or combinations of CO2 and ketene losses (Figure S3).

Further fragmentation up to MS5 yielded mostly losses of CO, CO2,

and ketene, but also ethylene. A loss of sodium was not observed in

the CID spectra of Na2-EDTA. The trisodium EDTA [Na3H2L]
+, simi-

larly to Na2-EDTA, most abundantly yielded the loss of two CO2 and

H2 (Figure S4), while the corresponding single CO2 loss signal was also

present. Surprisingly, Na3-EDTA also showed loss of CO, similar to

the MeIII-EDTA complexes (see below), indicating that sodium acts as

divalent metal here. The alternative creation of a new C─O bond to

maintain the hydroxy group within the detected fragment appeared

unlikely here. In the MS3 and the higher fragmentation spectra, mainly

losses of CO, CO2, and ketene, but also alkylamino residues were

observed. In contrast to Na2-EDTA, also losses of sodium

were observed that led to three remarkable species in the MS5. These

were [ONa3]
+, [HONa2]

+, and the radical species [C2H2O2Na2]
+�.

3.2.4 | MeII-EDTA complexes

TheMS/MS spectra of the MeII-EDTA complexes [MeH3L]
+ (Me = Ca,

Ni, Cu, Zn) showed a rather homogeneous picture (Figure S5). While

the Zn-EDTA [ZnH3L]
+ complex appeared to show the largest number

of fragments, most of the signals have also been detected from the

otherMeII-EDTA complexes with lower intensities. In general, the most

abundant signals detected stemmed from losses of one or two CO2,

while both were accompanied with additional formal losses of H2. The

Cu-EDTA complex [CuH3L]
+ lacked a number of signals observed for

the other MeII complexes, like loss of water. A unique signal was

observed for the Zn-EDTA complex [ZnH3L]
+, as here the abundant

loss of the neutral metal to form [C9H15O6N2]
+ (�CO2, �Zn) was

observed. This behavior was unexpected, as the stability constants

among the investigated MeII-EDTA complexes are rather similar (logK

18.4 for Ni-EDTA, 18.78 for Cu-EDTA, and 16.5 for Zn-EDTA), and

only the Ca-EDTA complex (logK 10.65 for Ca-EDTA) would be

expected to potentially show such behavior from the known solution

F IGURE 2 Relative proportions of [M+H]+ and [M+H2O+H]+

(sum 100%) in survey spectra of EDTA and metal-EDTA complexes in
positive ESI ionization
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stability constants.2 Also, the effective ionic radii that majorly drive gas

phase fragmentation behavior are similar with the exception of Ca2+

again (69 pm for Ni2+, 73 pm for Cu2+, 74 pm for Zn2+, and 100 pm for

Ca2+) and mirror the stability constants.27 Hence, no reasonable expla-

nation could be given for this behavior. The MS3 yielded a morediverse

result in comparison to the MS/MS stage fragmentation. For Ca-EDTA,

the loss of water was the most abundant signal here, while even a two-

fold loss of water was observed. For Ni-, Cu-, and Zn-EDTA the losses

of CO2 were most abundant in theMS3. For the Ni- and Cu-EDTA com-

plexes, a number of MeI complex fragments were observed in the MS3

spectra. These signals most likely comprised fragments of the

corresponding EDTA complexes containing a MeI core, while alterna-

tively radical organic ligands bound to aMeII core were possible but less

likely. Interestingly, CuI organic complexes even with small ligands are

well known,28–30 but NiI complexes have so far only been described

when bulky ligands are present.31,32 In the MS4 of the Ca- and Ni-

EDTA, the breakdown of the diaminoethylene bridge of the EDTA

ligand was apparent, as losses of C2H5N, C2H7N, and C4H9N were

detected. For Zn-EDTA in the MS4, a species comprising the loss of the

neutral metal was the only abundant signal. Further fragmentation at

theMS5 andMS6 stage manifested this behavior in case of Zn-EDTA as

these spectra were dominated bymetal loss species.

3.2.5 | MeIII-EDTA complexes

In the MS/MS spectra of the MeIII-EDTA complexes [MeH2L]
+

(Me = Al, Fe, In) in positive ESI mode, the loss of CO2 was most abun-

dant for Al- and Fe-EDTA, while for In-EDTA, the loss of two CO2 and

water was the most intense signal (Figure S6). Interestingly, both Fe-

and In-EDTA showed an abundant signal for [C7H12O9NMe]+ that is

only possible by addition of water and loss of C3H4N
•. Furthermore,

this fragment most likely contained CO2 directly coordinated to the

MeII core of the complex fragment. Otherwise, extensive

rearrangement would be necessary to allow for these unusual formu-

lae. Iron is well known for its stable 2+ oxidation state and also the

direct coordination of CO2 in case of hemoglobin CO2 binding, while

indium is not known for this behavior.33 In the subsequent MSN spec-

tra, losses of CO2, CO, and ketene but also alkylamino residues in case

of In-EDTA were apparent. Al-EDTA and partially In-EDTA showed

water additions in the higher MSN spectra. As losses of CO2 and H2

(H2CO2) plus a water addition yield the same products as a CO loss, it

is unclear whether the corresponding fragments originated from one

or the other possibility or a combination of both. In case of formation

of [C9H14/12O6N2Al]
+ and [C9H14/12O6N2In]

+ (both �CO2, +H2O,

(�H2)), the potential CO loss route could be excluded, as

[C9H14O6N2Me]+ was detected in both cases. This clearly proved the

water addition combined with a loss of CO2. Similarly, no reasonable

alternative route for the formation of [C9H14O7N2Al]
+ (�CO, +H2O)

existed. The origin of this added water molecules remains unsolved,

but most likely these stem from residual water in the linear ion trap

in CID.

3.2.6 | Ln-EDTA complexes

As we had investigated the fragmentation behavior of lanthanide (Ln)-

DOTA complexes before, we also performed similar fragmentation

experiments of Ln-EDTA [LnH2L]
+ (Ln = Y, La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Tm, Lu)

complexes.25 In the MS/MS spectra, all Ln-EDTA complexes showed

a most dominant CO2 loss among an additional water addition to

[C9H16O7N2Ln]
+ (�CO2, +H2O) or loss of two CO2

to [C8H14O4N2Ln]
+ (Figure S7). The corresponding MS3 comprised

the loss of the additionally added water. Hence, the MS4 spectra

[C10H14O8N2Ln]
+ ! [C9H16O7N2Ln]

+ ! [C9H14O6N2Ln]
+ ! and

MS3 spectra [C10H14O8N2Ln]
+ ! [C9H14O6N2Ln]

+ ! proved to be

identical in all cases and showed an ambivalent behavior with respect

to water addition or loss, as both species [C9H16O7N2Ln]
+ (+H2O)

and [C9H12O5N2Ln]
+ (�H2O) were detected. Nevertheless, most

dominant was the loss of a second CO2 group here. The subsequent

MS4/MS5 fragmentation steps again showed the loss of a single CO2

as most abundant species for all Ln-EDTA complexes. In the MS5/6

spectra, the starting breakdown of the diaminoethylene bridge of the

EDTA ligand was observed, while once more, the loss of the last

remaining CO2 group was most abundant. Additionally, the previously

observed [H2O2Ln]
+ and [OLn]+ ions were observed.25,34 Surprisingly,

these were already detected during rather mild CID experiments,

while previously, these hydroxide and oxide ions were only observed

in HCD experiments. But again, in the background of the complex sta-

bility constants (e.g., logK 23.5 for Pr-DOTA and 16.3 for Pr-EDTA),

this could be expected.2

In summary, EDTA and the various metal complexes mostly

showed loss of a single CO2 in each fragmentation step that was fur-

ther accompanied by losses of water and ketene in many cases. Less

frequent losses of alkylamino groups from the EDTA ligand were

observed here, while for the Al- and In-EDTA complexes, as well as

the Ln-EDTA complexes, frequent water additions were apparent.

While the complexes of the smaller metal also yielded frequent losses

of alkylamino groups, the larger metals and especially the Ln-EDTA

complex spectra were dominated by CO2 losses. Additionally, the

change of metal oxidation state was observed for Ni-, Cu- and Fe-

and also In-EDTA during CID fragmentation. Table 1 gives an over-

view of general fragmentation tendencies during positive CID

activation.

3.3 | Negative CID

3.3.1 | EDTA

The fragmentation behavior of the deprotonated EDTA [H3L]
� in neg-

ative CID was similar to the positive mode fragmentation (Figure S8).

The losses of water, CO2, CO, C2H2O2, and a combination of these

formed the majority of detected ions. Surprisingly, no cleavages

involving the diaminoethylene group were observed in any fragment

spectrum up to MS5, while these were already observed in the
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positive MS/MS. Noteworthy was the formation of a radical species,

namely, [C6H10O2N2]
-• in the MS5, after loss of a methyl radical as

most abundant signal that is rarely observed for even electron

fragmentations.

3.3.2 | MeI-EDTA complexes

The fragmentation of the Na-EDTA complex [NaH2L]
� in the negative

mode MS/MS was also very similar to the positive mode (Figure S9).

The dominant and sole [Cs]+ signal from positive mode fragmentation

of Cs-EDTA could not be observed in negative ESI mode fragmenta-

tion, due to the circumstance that positive ions cannot be detected in

negative mode. Cs-EDTA instead showed a much more Na-EDTA like

fragmentation behavior in negative mode. All abundant ions were

observed for both [NaH2L]
� and [CsH2L]

� and showed similar intensi-

ties in the MS/MS fragment spectra. Noteworthy was the loss of the

metal as hydride (�HMe) or hydroxide (�HOMe) for both MeI-EDTA

complexes.

3.3.3 | Na2- and Na3-EDTA complexes

Disodium EDTA [Na2HL]� showed the dominant loss of CO2, but also

the loss of a sodium in the form of methyl sodium (�CH3Na)

(Figure S10). The corresponding MS3 yielded a high number of signals.

These included the most abundant losses of a second CO2 group in

the form of H2CO2, as well as losses of CO2 and C2H4 or C2H6. Fur-

thermore, several sodium loss species were detected. Similar to the

positive CID of Na2-EDTA, loss of CO and C2H2 probably led to for-

mation of a divalent sodium core. Also, two radical species were

abundantly detected for Na2-EDTA, while only one signal comprising

a water addition was apparent in the MS5. Trisodium EDTA [Na3L]
�

clearly showed a higher frequency of water additions in the negative

CID MS/MS (Figure S11). Furthermore, sodium loss was already

observed at the MS/MS stage. This metal loss further increased in the

higher MSN stages, as here, the majority of signals comprised loss of

one or two sodium.

3.3.4 | MeII-EDTA complexes

In the negative mode CID MS/MS spectra of MeII-EDTA

complexes [MeHL]� (Me = Ca, Ni, Cu, Zn), losses of H2O, CO2 (and

H2), two CO2 (and H2/2 H2), and three CO2 were abundantly detected

(Figure S12). While the water loss was not detected for Cu-EDTA, it

was most abundant for Ca-, Ni-, and Zn-EDTA. The loss of zinc as

neutral metal, but also as hydride (H2Zn), was detected in all higher

MSN stages of Zn-EDTA. Similar to the positive CID fragmentation,

fragments containing nickel in the 1+ oxidation state after loss of

CH3
• or C3H7

• were detected in negative CID. This reduction in oxi-

dation state was also observed for Cu-EDTA, albeit less frequently.

3.3.5 | MeIII-EDTA complexes

In the negative CID fragmentation of MeIII-EDTA complexes [MeL]�

(Me = Al, Fe, In), exclusively, the losses of one, two, and three CO2

were observed (Figure S13). A further MS3 of the single CO2 loss spe-

cies resulted in the dominant cleavage of an additional CO2 group for

all metal complexes, among losses of C2H2O2 (and H2/2 H2) twinned

with addition of water for Al- and In-EDTA. As the signal at m/z

TABLE 1 General fragmentation tendencies of selected EDTA complexes under CID activation conditions in positive and negative mode ESI
ionization

+ CID � CID

EDTA Losses of CO2 and alkylamino residues Losses of (multiple) CO2, water, and ketene

MeI-EDTA Na+ Losses of ketene, CO2, and water Losses of (multiple) CO2, water, and ketene

Cs+ only [Cs]+ detected Losses of (multiple) CO2, water, and ketene

MeII-EDTA Ca2+ Losses of CO2, ketene, and water Losses of CO2, water, CO, and alkylamino residues;

water additions

Ni2+ Losses of CO2, ketene, and water; detection of Ni+

species

Losses of CO2, water, CO, and alkylamino residues;

water additions, detection of Ni+ species

Cu2+ Losses of CO2; detection of Cu+ species Losses of multiple CO2

Zn2+ Losses of (multiple) CO2, water, ketene, and metal Losses of CO2, water, CO, and metal

MeIII-EDTA Al3+ Losses of CO2, CO, and ketene; water additions Losses of CO2, ketene, and alkylamino residues; water

additions

Fe3+ Losses of CO2 and alkylamino residues; detection of

Fe2+ species

Losses of CO2; detection of Fe2+ and Fe+ species

In3+ Losses of multiple CO2, CO, and alkylamino residues;

detection of In2+ species

Losses of multiple CO2 and ketene; detection of In+

species

Ln-EDTA Losses of CO2 and water; water additions Losses of CO2, alkylamino residues and ketene;

frequent water additions
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183.0720 for [C7H12O2N2Al]
� was close to the most abundant

[C6H7O4NAl]� at m/z 184.0196, an isolation width of one had to be

chosen for the MS5 of the former in case of Al-EDTA. In this MS5

fragmentation spectrum, numerous ions were observed. These mostly

comprised loss of the last remaining CO2 for Al-EDTA, but also losses

of HCN (and H2) and C2H5N. Interestingly, [C6H11O2NAl]� had to

originate by formation of a new carbon─carbon bond, as the direct

binding of an alkyl residue to the Al core appeared less likely. For Fe-

EDTA and In-EDTA, fragment ions containing Fe2+ and In+ were

abundantly observed in these MS5 experiments.

3.3.6 | Ln-EDTA complexes

The Ln-EDTA complexes mostly showed the losses of CO2 and addi-

tions of water in the negative CID MS/MS (Figure S14). The tendency

for water addition in all these fragmentation spectra was higher than

for the loss of water. Additionally, the diaminoethylene bridge was

lost at an earlier MSN stage in comparison to the positive fragmenta-

tion. Nitrogen lacking species were also observed in the higher MSN

steps of these experiments. In the MS7, very unique species were

formed. For instance [CHO2NLn]� (�C2H6) with a HCN directly

bound to the Ln3+ core or [C2H4/2O2Ln]
� (�CH3N, (�H2)) that had to

contain an ethylene/acetylene residue bound to the Ln3+ core.

In contrast to positive CID, the tendency for multiple CO2 losses

was significantly increased during negative CID activation. Addition-

ally, combined losses of CO2 and water but also CO at a significantly

increased rate were apparent in negative mode CID. The change of

metal oxidation state was again observed for Ni-, Fe-, and In-EDTA.

The Ln-EDTA complexes again showed frequent water additions,

among losses of CO2 and ketene, while the breakdown of the EDTA

ligand was observed at an earlier stage in comparison to positive CID

here. Table 1 gives an overview of general fragmentation tendencies

during negative CID activation in comparison to the positive mode.

3.4 | Positive HCD

As HCD can only be performed as single stage activation in the

employed mass spectrometer, preceding fragmentation steps were

performed using CID in higher MSN (N > 2) experiments. As beam-

type collision activation, HCD generates multiple collisions with typi-

cally nitrogen as collision gas at an elevated pressure. Hence, more

fragment ions showing a wider distribution were to be expected in

HCD due to its inherent nature.35

3.4.1 | EDTA

HCD of the protonated EDTA [H5L]
+ showed a higher tendency for

CO loss in comparison to the CID fragmentation (Figure S15). Inter-

estingly, also a radical species ([C7H12O4N2]
+•) was observed in the

MS3 of [C9H15O6N2]
+ after loss of ketene and H•.

3.4.2 | MeI-EDTA complexes

For the sodium and cesium containing MeI-EDTA

complexes [MeH4L]
+ (Me = Na, Cs), only a MS/MS stage HCD exper-

iment could be performed for Cs-EDTA (Figure S16). Identical to posi-

tive CID fragmentation, solely, a strong signal for [Cs]+ was detected

here. In case of Na-EDTA, the MS/MS HCD spectrum showed more

complex losses. Besides the simple loss of C2H2O2 also various combi-

nations of cleavages of CO2, H2O, C2H2O2, C2H7N, and C4H11/9N

were detected as abundant signals. Additionally, a dominant signal for

the radical species [C6H9N2Na]+• (�4 CO, �3 H2O, �OH•) was

observed.

3.4.3 | Na2- and Na3-EDTA

In the positive HCD MS/MS of Na2-EDTA [Na2H3L]
+, no dominant

loss of sodium was detected (Figure S17). Instead, comparatively small

fragments with low m/z values were detected. In the corresponding

MS3, most dominantly a loss of sodium was observed. In the MS4,

[C3H4O2Na2]
+ (�CO2, �CO, �C3H7N) was most abundant and indi-

cated a rather stable ion. From Na3-EDTA [Na3H2L]
+, only MS/MS

and MS3 could be acquired in positive HCD activation (Figure S18). In

the MS/MS, the most abundant loss of CO2 and H2CO2 was

observed, while also sodium loss species were detected. Sodium loss

further became manifest in the subsequent MS3, as here also addi-

tional signals for single and double sodium loss were observed.

3.4.4 | MeII-EDTA complexes

The MeII-EDTA complexes [MeH3L]
+ (Me = Ca, Ni, Cu, Zn) showed a

very distinct behavior to each other in positive HCD fragmentation

(Figure S19). While Ca-EDTA showed the typical (multiple) CO2,

water, and alkylamino losses, Zn-EDTA mainly resulted in loss of the

Zn metal core upon HCD activation. All abundant fragment ions of

Cu-EDTA comprised CuI species and Ni-EDTA showed a hybrid

behavior, as it partially formed fragment species that were detected

for Ca-EDTA and the one hand, but also NiI species similar to Cu-

EDTA on the other hand. This distinct fragmentation behavior further

extended in the MS3 and MS4 stages of these complexes. Multiple

radical species, not containing a metal core, in case of all metal com-

plexes apart from Ca-EDTA or species with MeI core in case of Ni-

and Cu-EDTA were detected.

3.4.5 | MeIII-EDTA complexes

In positive HCD MS/MS of the MeIII-EDTA complexes [MeH2L]
+

(Me = Al, Fe, In), Al-EDTA behaved similar to In-EDTA (Figure S20).

These two complexes mainly yielded losses of CO, CO2, C2H2O2 (and

H2). For Al-EDTA, a combined ketene and CO loss was the most abun-

dant signal in the HCD MS/MS, while the [In]+ signal was most
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abundant in the HCD MS/MS of In-EDTA. Fe-EDTA only showed two

signals of rather complex fragmentation origin, namely,

[C4H10O5NFe]+ (�2 CO2, �C4H6N
•, +H2O) that is only reasonably

possible by addition of a water molecule due to the low carbon con-

tent and [C6H12N]+• after loss of four CO2 and H2Fe. The MS3 also

revealed [In]+ as most abundant signal for In-EDTA and

[C7H12O5N2Al]
+ (�C2H2O2, +H2O) for Al-EDTA. The later most likely

originated by addition of water and loss of ketene, rather than loss of

C2O. Fe-EDTA did not show any signals in this MS3 or the subsequent

MS4. In the later, In-EDTA formed [In]+ as most abundant and sole

signal again. In the background of the complex stability constants for

Al-, Fe, and In-EDTA (logK 16.4 for Al-EDTA, 25.0 for In-EDTA and

25.1 for FeIII-EDTA), this behavior is completely unexpected but might

be based on a gas phase–solution phase paradox.2 Here, the effective

ionic radii (for 53.5 pm Al3+, 80 pm for In3+, and 55 pm for Fe3+) sup-

port the different behavior of In-EDTA, as In3+ might be too large for

an effective multiple binding to the hexadentate EDTA.27

3.4.6 | Ln-EDTA complexes

The HCD fragment spectra of Ln-EDTA complexes [LnH2L]
+

(Ln = Y, La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Tm, Lu) were dominated by multiple losses

of CO2 that were always accompanied by a large variety of losses

of multiple hydrogens and also loss of the complete organic part of

the complex (Figure S21). Figure 3 shows the comparison of CID

and HCD MS/MS spectra for Pr-EDTA, where Pr-EDTA is represen-

tative for all lanthanide- and pseudolanthanide-EDTA complexes

F IGURE 3 Comparison of (A) CID MS/MS, (B) HCD MS/MS, and (C) IRMPD MS/MS spectra of Pr-EDTA in positive mode ionization
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showing a significantly higher number of fragments in HCD com-

pared to CID MS/MS. The loss of the organic part of the EDTA

complexes yielded the formation of [H2O2Ln]
+ and [OLn]+, as previ-

ously described for Ln-DOTA complexes under HCD conditions.25,34

Interestingly, less distinct trends for CO2 losses and water additions

have been observed among the Ln-EDTA complexes in comparison

to the Ln-DOTA complexes (Figure S22).25 The HCD fragmentation

spectra of the higher MSN stages resembled the MS/MS stage spec-

tra in this case very much, as in the MS3 and MS4 stages similar sig-

nals and fragment classes were detected. Almost all carbon atoms

had been lost from the complex in the fragment ions of the MS6,

while mostly lanthanide oxide and hydroxide species were detected

in these spectra.

In summary, the tendency for multiple CO2 losses and the for-

mation of smaller m/z fragment ions in general was significantly

increased during HCD in comparison to CID activation. As men-

tioned above, this was not unexpected based on the different mode

of action of HCD in comparison to CID. Besides this tendency to

fragment the EDTA ligand at earlier MSN stages in comparison to

positive CID with respect to alkyl and alkylamino losses, similar

observations were made for metal oxidations states during fragmen-

tation. While Ni-, Cu-, and Fe-EDTA showed frequent changes of

oxidation state in complex with remaining parts of the EDTA ligand,

In-EDTA mostly yielded [In]+ as fragment ions here. The Ln-EDTA

complexes showed a significantly increased tendency for water

addition during HCD fragmentation. This again was in line with our

previous observations of water addition among Ln-DOTA com-

plexes, where a pressure related behavior (HCD > CID > IRMPD)

was observed.25 Table 2 gives an overview of general fragmentation

tendencies during positive HCD activation.

3.5 | Negative HCD

3.5.1 | EDTA

The negative HCD MS/MS of EDTA [H3L]
� was distinct from the

positive HCD or negative CID counterparts, as mostly combined

losses of C2H2O2, CO2, and water were observed here

(Figure S23). The most abundant signal was [C7H13O2N2]
� (�3

CO2, �H2), and abundant losses of C4H9N in combination with

two or three CO2 were also detected. In the MS3 and the MS4,

the fragment species [C3H6O2N]� (�2 CO2, �C4H9N in MS3/

�CO2, �C4H9N in MS4) comprised the most abundant ion in both

cases. Hence, this fragment species appeared to possess a compar-

atively stable structure.

3.5.2 | MeI-EDTA complexes

The MeI-EDTA complexes [MeH2L]
� (Me = Na, Cs) behaved very

similar to each other in the negative HCD fragmentation

(Figure S24). Both formed dominant signals of double CO2 loss,

while the majority of signals was detected for both metal com-

plexes. Remarkably, the sodium complex appeared to be more stable

than the cesium complex on the basis of the signal intensities of

the metal free species [C3H6/4O2N]� and [C5H8O2N]�, as both

showed a comparatively higher abundance in the sodium case. This

was opposing the positive HCD fragmentation spectra, where only

[Cs]+ was detected for Cs-EDTA indicating a very weak complex.

The MS3 negative HCD spectra were again similar to the HCD

MS/MS spectra.

TABLE 2 General fragmentation tendencies of selected EDTA complexes under HCD activation conditions in positive and negative mode ESI
ionization

+ HCD � HCD

EDTA Losses of multiple CO2, CO, and alkylamino residues Losses of multiple CO2, ketene and alkylamino residues

MeI-EDTA Na+ Losses of multiple CO2, and ketene, alkylamino

residues

Losses of multiple CO2, ketene, alkylamino residues,

and metal

Cs+ only [Cs]+ detected Losses of multiple CO2, ketene, alkylamino residues

and metal

MeII-EDTA Ca2+ Losses of multiple CO2, water, and alkylamino residues Losses of CO, CO2, and alkylamino residues

Ni2+ Losses of multiple CO2, ketene, alkyl, and alkylamino

residues; detection of Ni+ species

Losses of multiple CO2 and alkylamino residues;

detection of Ni+ species

Cu2+ Losses of multiple CO2, ketene, and detection of Cu+

species

Losses of multiple CO2 and alkylamino residues;

detection of Cu+ species

Zn2+ Loss of metal Losses of multiple, CO, alkylamino residues, and metal

MeIII-EDTA Al3+ Losses of CO, CO2, and ketene; water additions Losses of (multiple) CO2, CO, and alkylamino residues

Fe3+ Loss of metal; detection of Fe2+ species Losses of (multiple) CO2, CO, alkyl, and alkylamino

residues; detection of Fe2+ species

In3+ detection of [In]+ Losses of multiple CO2, alkyl, and alkylamino residues;

detection of In+ species

Ln-EDTA Losses of multiple CO2 and alkylamino residues;

frequent and multiple water additions

Losses of (multiple) CO2 and alkylamino residues;

frequent and multiple water additions
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3.5.3 | Na2- and Na3-EDTA complexes

While in CID and positive HCD fragmentation spectra no or only little

sodium loss was observed, in the negative HCD MS/MS of Na2-EDTA

[Na2HL]�, a large number of signals comprising sodium loss species

were detected (Figure S25). Besides sodium losses, the single CO2 loss

was most abundant here. The MS3 only showed two intense signals,

both comprising a loss of sodium hydride and single and double CO2

losses. In the MS4, mostly single sodium species were detected and,

for the first time, also complete loss of all sodium was observed, lead-

ing to the detection of numerous species not containing a sodium. A

large number of fragments were detected in the negative HCD spec-

tra of Na3-EDTA [Na3L]
� (Figure S26). Besides water addition in com-

bination with double CO2 loss, mostly loss of one sodium and

formations of radical species were observed in the MS/MS spectrum.

In the corresponding MS4, only two signals showed an abundant

intensity. Both species only differed by the acquired water molecule

and contained an unusually high number of double bond equivalents

(DBEs), making newly formed carbon─carbon bonds very likely.36

3.5.4 | MeII-EDTA complexes

The HCD fragmentation of the MeII-EDTA complexes [MeHL]�

(Me = Ca, Ni, Cu, Zn) was very divers among the different employed

MeII metals (Figure S27). This observation was similar to the positive

HCD fragmentation behavior. Ca-, Zn-, and partially Ni-EDTA showed

a number of signals that corresponded to the loss of CO2, CO, and sev-

eral alkylamino residues. Again, the formal loss of CO could also be

achieved by loss of H2CO2 combined with the addition of water, while

the proposed structures of the fragment ions are not affected. As there

is no direct proof of water addition (e.g. increase of oxygen or hydrogen

atoms during fragmentation), all affected fragmentations have been

represented by loss of CO. Ni- and Cu-EDTA showed a number of MeI

complex fragments in these negative HCD experiments. Zn-EDTA,

interestingly, did not show a dominant loss of metal from the complex

here that was observed during positive HCD. The corresponding MS3

of MeII-EDTA complexes resembled the MS/MS stage. Again, the

majority of signals comprised CuI species, while Ni-EDTA did not show

any significant formation of NiI species. In the subsequent MS4, Ca-

EDTA did not yield any signals, and Cu-EDTA and Ni-EDTA only pro-

duced one or two low abundant signals, respectively. Most exceptional

in this MS4 of Ni-EDTA was nevertheless the formation of [CHNNi]�, a

complex that might contain Ni in the 1� oxidation state. However,

more likely this species contained a hydride bound to NiI cyanide/

isocyanide. These have so far only been described as NiII complexes

bearing bulky ligands, such as triisopropylphosphine.37

3.5.5 | MeIII-EDTA complexes

The negative HCD fragmentation of the MeIII complexes [MeL]�

(Me = Al, Fe, In) was mostly characterized by losses of CO2 and alkyl

residues (Figure S28). To our surprise, the diversity due to additional

formal H2 losses was very little in these spectra. Fe-EDTA again

formed FeII complexes like [C6H9/7O4N2Fe]
� (�2 CO2, �C2H3

•/

�C2H5
•), while In-EDTA showed the formation of an InI complex.

Although InIII is the most stable oxidation state of indium, InI com-

pounds and complexes have numerously been described.38 The sub-

sequent MS3 could only be performed in case of Al- and Fe-EDTA, as

for In-EDTA, no signals could be derived.

3.5.6 | Ln-EDTA complexes

In the negative HCD fragmentation of Ln-EDTA complexes [LnL]�

(Ln = Y, La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Tm, Lu), clearly, additions of water have been

proven (Figure S29). Among losses of one and two CO2 and alkyl

residues, also, alkylamino residues were lost. Most abundant for Y- and

La-EDTA were [C9H14O7N2Me]� (�CO2, +H2O). For Pr-EDTA,

[C8H12O5N2Pr]
� (�2 CO2, �H2, +H2O) was most abundant and

[C6H9O5NLn]� (�2 CO2, �C2H5N, +H2O) species were most intense

for the remaining investigated Ln-EDTA complexes. The further break-

down of the complexes was observed in the subsequent MS3, leading

to a majority of signals that comprised losses of parts of the dia-

minoethylene bridge. All signals of significant abundance showed the

addition of one or multiple water molecules, and the species [H4O4Ln]
�

was detected for all lanthanide complexes explored. Remarkable species

were detected in the following MS4. These included [C5H9O5NLn]
� and

[C2H6O4Ln]
�, both containing a diol functionality and [CH3O3NLn]�

with a cyanide/isocyanide directly bound to the Ln3+ core. In the

successive MS5, Gd-EDTA could not be investigated. Due to the high

number of Gd isotopes, the signal intensity had already been too low.

In summary and similar to the positive HCD, the tendency for for-

mation of smaller m/z fragment ions was likewise increased in compari-

son to CID activation. So the tendency for multiple rather than single or

double CO2 loss was also higher in comparison to CID, and alkyl and

alkylamino residues were also more frequently lost at earlier MSN stages.

The Ln-EDTA complexes showed a significantly increased tendency for

water addition. This tendency was increased not only towards the nega-

tive CID counterpart, but also in comparison to the positive HCD activa-

tion. Table 2 gives an overview of general fragmentation tendencies

during negative HCD in comparison to positive HCD activation.

3.6 | Positive IRMPD

As IRMPD can only be performed as single stage activation in the

employed mass spectrometer, similar to HCD, preceding fragmenta-

tion steps were performed using CID in higher MSN (N > 2) experi-

ments, identical to higher stage HCD experiments.

3.6.1 | EDTA

In the positive IRMPD fragmentation of EDTA [H5L]
+, only the two

stages MS/MS and MS3 could be performed for intensity reasons
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(Figure S30). In the MS/MS, more ions were apparent than in the

corresponding CID MS/MS, although CID is mostly regarded as very

similar to IRMPD.39,40 These comprised losses of CO and multiple

CO2 in combination with water and alkylamino residues. Furthermore,

the tendency for water losses was increased in comparison to positive

CID that might be related to the significant lower pressure in IRMPD

in comparison to CID.

3.6.2 | MeI-EDTA complexes

The cesium containing complex [CsH4L]
+ behaved very similar to the

CID MS/MS (Figure S31). Here again, only [Cs]+ was detected in posi-

tive IRMPD activation. The sodiated EDTA complex [NaH4L]
+ instead

showed a contrary behavior. While in CID MS/MS mostly ketene loss

was detected, in IRMPD, an additional water loss was most abundant.

Furthermore, IRMPD showed lower intensities of smaller m/z values

than CID. However, this observation might be caused by the inherent

difficulties of ICR cells to capture small m/z ions that have not been

observed for Orbitrap systems. In the corresponding MS3 of Na-

EDTA, only the loss of water was detected as abundant signal. This

appeared to be a remarkably stable structure, as in the subsequent

MS4, only very weak additional signals of H2CO2 and ketene losses

were apparent, besides the still most abundant precursor ion species.

3.6.3 | Na2- and Na3-EDTA complexes

The Na2-EDTA [Na2H3L]
+ showed a similar behavior in positive

IRMPD, when compared to positive CID (Figure S32). While losses of

two and three CO2 were always accompanied by H2 losses, the most

abundant signal was [C7H11O3N2Na2]
+ (�CO2, �C2H2O2, �H2O). No

loss of sodium was observed here. The trisodium EDTA [Na3H2L]
+

could be assessed up to MS4 in positive IRMPD fragmentation and

showed losses of water, CO2, C2H2O2, two CO2, and C4H9N and most

abundantly losses of two CO2 and H2 (Figure S33). The subsequent

MS3 revealed a further breakdown of Na3-EDTA, as most abundantly

[C4H5O4NNa3]
+ (�CO2, �C4H9N) was observed. In the MS4, only

one signal was observed that was caused by a water loss.

3.6.4 | MeII-EDTA complexes

In the IRMPD MS/MS of the MeII-EDTA complexes [MeH3L]
+

(Me = Ca, Ni, Cu, Zn), a multitude of signals and corresponding spe-

cies was detected (Figure S34). For Ca-EDTA, [C9H13O5N2Ca]
+

(�CO2, �H2O) was most abundant and for Ni-EDTA [C7H13O2N2Ni]+

(�3 CO2, �H2). The Zn-EDTA complex most dominantly showed loss

of two CO2 and zinc hydride to [C8H13O4N2]
+, similar to positive

HCD activation. The Cu-EDTA complex yielded [C6H12O2N2Cu]
+ (�2

CO2, �C2H2O2, �H•) as most abundant signal, while the majority of

signals contained CuI here again. This behavior increased in the suc-

cessive MS3, as even more CuI species were detected. However, in

the MS3 also CuII species were detected. For most of the MeII-EDTA

complexes, similar signals as in the preceding (lower MSN) fragmenta-

tion stages were obtained in the higher MSN stages.

3.6.5 | MeIII-EDTA complexes

In the IRMPD MS/MS of the MeIII-EDTA complexes [MeH2L]
+

(Me = Al, Fe, In), Al-EDTA did not yield any signals (Figure S35). In

the positive CID MS/MS, activation of Al-EDTA resulted in losses of

CO, CO2, and H2O. The complete lack of signals could only be

explained by either of the two possibilities that the IR laser also acti-

vated formed fragment ions and as a result these further decomposed.

During low energy CID in the linear ion trap (LIT), the energy is mostly

transferred to the precursor ions and resulting fragments are less acti-

vated.41,42 In case of IRMPD, Al-EDTA fragmentation might have

resulted in formation of mostly [Al]x+ ions or other small fragment

ions that lay outside the possible mass range (m/z 50–500). Alterna-

tively, the IR laser with its 10.6 μm wavelength might have stimulated

the Al─N or Al─O bonds in the Al-EDTA complexes directly so that

these were fully lost here. In-EDTA instead showed typical losses of

C2H2O2 (and H2), two CO2, and water (and H2), with a most abundant

loss of three CO2 and water. Fe-EDTA most intensely produced

[C6H12N2]
+• (�4 CO2, �H2Fe), a radical species after loss of iron

(II) hydride and all carboxylic acid residues. During these experiments,

we observed a severely reduced mass accuracy for fragments of Fe-

EDTA during IRMPD fragmentation. During all other experiments in

CID, HCD, or IRMPD, the maximum accepted error for assignment of

sum formulae was 3 ppm, and typical mass accuracies were signifi-

cantly below 2 ppm. With these precise analyses, it was straight for-

ward to elemental compositions to detected signals. However, in case

of Fe-EDTA, this repeatedly proved difficult with errors up to 7–

8 ppm. This phenomenon could only be explained by unstable frag-

ment ions that further decomposed during transient acquisition and

so hampered the accuracy of detection. As a result, for three of the

abundant signals in the IRMPD MS/MS of Fe-EDTA, several formulae

seemed reasonable. Furthermore, for most of these two,

corresponding fragmentation channels with distinct losses were addi-

tionally possible (Figure 4). For the detected m/z 301.9941, two com-

positions with a maximum mass error of 8 ppm were possible,

[C6H14O10Fe]
+ (m/z 301.9931, +3.5 ppm) and [C9H12O7NFe]+ (m/z

301.9958, �5.4 ppm). The former might have originated by loss of

C4H4N2 and addition of two water, while containing FeIII. Alterna-

tively, loss of CO2, C2H8N2
• and addition of four water while con-

taining a FeII core might have been the case. [C9H12O7NFe]+ might

have originated by CO2, NH3, and H• loss plus addition of water or

loss of CO and NH2
•. The detected m/z 273.9627 might have repre-

sented [C4H10O10Fe]
+ (m/z 273.9618, +3.4 ppm) (�C6H8N2, +2

H2O) or [C7H8O7NFe]+ (m/z 273.9645, �6.4 ppm). For formation of

the second species, again, two channels were possible, either loss

of CO2, C2H7N, H• and addition of water or loss of CO and C2H6N
•.

Furthermore, the detected m/z 251.9934 could have represented the

species [C6H12O7Fe]
+ (m/z 251.9927, +2.5 ppm) or [C9H10O4NFe]+
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(m/z 251.0054, �8.5 ppm). Here, the extraordinarily high error of

�8.5 ppm made is less likely that the later possibility was formed. The

only possible channel by loss of CO2, two water and a very unlikely

nitrogen radical for the formation of [C9H10O4NFe]+ supported this

conclusion. For the other species and signals, no definitive conclusion

could be derived. However, the species involving FeII appeared more

likely from a chemical point of view and in relation to the other

observed fragmentations although they would involve formations of

new carbon─carbon bonds or direct binding of organic residues to the

FeII core. In the MS3 of Al-EDTA, two abundant signals were observed

despite the lack of signals in the MS/MS. These belonged to

[C5H10/8N2Al]
+ (�CO2, �C2H2O2, (�H2)). Fe-EDTA again yielded the

radical [C6H12N2]
+• as most abundant signal, among other very minor

mostly FeIII species. In-EDTA showed a dominant loss of CO2 and

water. The corresponding MS4 could only be performed from Fe-

and In-EDTA and mostly showed losses of one or two CO2, while Fe-

EDTA again most abundantly produced [C6H12N2]
+•. The subsequent

MS5 only yielded one signals for In-EDTA. This sole signal was identi-

fied as [C7H14O2N2In]
+ (�CO2).

3.6.6 | Ln-EDTA complexes

The Ln-EDTA complexes [LnH2L]
+ (Ln = Y, La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Tm, Lu)

showed abundant multiple losses of CO2 (Figure S36). While the loss

of three CO2 to [C7H14O2N2Y]
+ was most abundant for Y-EDTA and

the loss of three CO2 and water to [C7H12ON2La]
+ for La-EDTA, all

actual lanthanides showed [C6H14N2Ln]
+ (�4 CO2) as most abundant

signal. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the positive IRMPD MS/MS

of Pr-EDTA to the CID and HCD equivalents that is representative for

all investigated Ln-EDTA complexes. The number of abundant frag-

ments in IRMPD MS/MS was higher in comparison to CID MS/MS,

but lower than in the respective HCD MS/MS. Thus, a combination of

the three activation methods would be most suited to fully character-

ize the fragmentation behavior of these EDTA complexes. In the sub-

sequent MS3, the MS/MS fragmentation behavior extended, as here

also, multiple losses of CO2 were dominantly detected. Furthermore,

the beginning decomposition of the diaminoethylene bridge was

apparent by losses of C3H5N, C3H7N, and C3H9N. Up to MS5, no sig-

nificant evidence for water addition could be detected.

F IGURE 4 Possible structures and elemental compositions of ions detected in positive IRMPD MS/MS of FeIII-EDTA. Given is the calculated
mass, the observed mass error to the detected species and the possible losses from the precursor ion [C10H14O8N2Fe]

+ leading to the proposed
structures
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[C6H16/14/12/10/8ON2Ln]
+ (�CO2, +H2O, (�H2/�2 H2/�3 H2/�4

H2)) undoubtedly had acquired a water molecule due to the increasing

number of hydrogen atoms from the respective precursor ion. This

was the first point in positive IRMPD fragmentation of Ln-EDTA com-

plexes where an addition of water was apparent in contrast to the

other activation methods. This was easily understandable considering

that IRMPD is an irradiation-based activation, not involving collision

between ions or neutral gas molecules and the low pressure in the

ICR cell (�2 . 10�10 mbar). In the MS6, further additions of two water

were detected for most lanthanides complexes.

In summary, IRMPD showed an ambivalent behavior when com-

pared to the other two activation methods CID and HCD. Although

multiple CO2 were often lost from the precursor ions in IRMPD that

shifted IRMPD fragmentation behavior towards HCD, the tendency

for water addition was significantly reduced in contrast to HCD and

CID activation. Instead, a higher tendency for water losses was

observed for the majority of metal complexes. This was again in line

with the previously observed behavior of metal-DOTA complexes.25

The loss of alkyl and alkylamino groups from the EDTA ligand was less

often observed throughout the investigated metal complexes. Here,

again, Ni+ and Cu+ species were detected, while In- and Fe-EDTA do

not show significant changes in oxidation state as observed during

positive CID and HCD. Table 3 gives an overview of general fragmen-

tation tendencies during positive IRMPD activation.

3.7 | Negative IRMPD

3.7.1 | EDTA

In negative IRMPD, activation of the deprotonated EDTA [H3L]
�

yielded loss of up to three CO2, while the majority of intense signals

contained a water loss (Figure S37). Most abundantly, the loss of two

CO2 and water has been observed. This comprised also the most

intense signal in the MS3 of EDTA, while in the MS4, only one signal

from the loss of CO2 was detected.

3.7.2 | MeI-EDTA complexes

In the negative IRMPD MS/MS of sodium and cesium containing

EDTA complexes [MeH2L]
� (Me = Na, Cs), the combined loss of

ketene and water was most abundant for Na-EDTA and the loss

of two CO2 for Cs-EDTA (Figure S38). Surprisingly, the signals for the

later were not observed in the subsequent MS3, while for both inves-

tigated metals, [C8H14O4N2Me]� (�CO2) comprised to be the most

intense signals in the MS3. This appeared to be a very stable species

in case of sodium, as it remained the most abundant signal even at

increased IRMPD irradiation times up to 1,000 ms.

3.7.3 | Na2- and Na3-EDTA complexes

The negative IRMPD MS/MS of Na2-EDTA [Na2HL]� was almost

identical to the negative CID MS/MS, apart from minor intensity dif-

ferences (Figure S39). The MS3 revealed losses of H2, C2H6 (with a

divalent sodium), and CO2. The later was only observed in combina-

tion with H2 or two H2, C2H5N, C4H9N or C2H5N and HNa. In the

MS4, the isolated and activated precursor ion was very stable, as the

IRMPD irradiation time had to be increased to 600 ms in order to

obtain reasonable fragment intensities that then often comprised radi-

cal species. Trisodium EDTA [Na3L]
� yielded some unusual species

upon IRMPD activation (Figure S40). While the loss of two H2CO2

was most abundant, [C7H8/6O6N2Na3]
� (�CO2, �C2H4/C2H6) again

had to contain a divalent sodium bridging two organic residues. Fur-

thermore, the loss of sodium to [C5H5O4N2Na]� (�2 C2H2O2,

TABLE 3 General fragmentation tendencies of selected EDTA complexes under IRMPD activation conditions in positive and negative mode
ESI ionization

+ IRMPD � IRMPD

EDTA Losses of multiple CO2, water, and alkylamino residues Losses of multiple CO2, water, and ketene

MeI-EDTA Na+ Losses of ketene and water Losses of multiple CO2, water, and ketene

Cs+ only [Cs]+ detected Losses of multiple CO2, water, and ketene

MeII-EDTA Ca2+ Losses of CO2 and multiple water Losses of water, CO2, alkyl and alkylamino residues

Ni2+ Losses of multiple CO2; detection of Ni+ species Losses of water, CO2, and alkylamino residues

Cu2+ Losses of multiple CO2 and ketene; detection of Cu+

species

Losses of multiple CO2 and alkylamino residues;

detection of Cu+ species

Zn2+ Losses of multiple CO2 and metal Losses of multiple CO2 and alkylamino residues

MeIII-EDTA Al3+ Losses of multiple CO2 and ketene Losses of CO2, CO, ketene, and alkylamino residues

Fe3+ Losses of multiple CO2 and metal Losses of multiple CO2; detection of Fe2+ species

In3+ Losses of multiple CO2, water and ketene; detection of

[In]+
Losses of multiple CO2

Ln-EDTA Losses of multiple CO2, water and alkylamino residues Losses of CO2, CO and alkylamino residues; water

additions
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�CH3Na) created a species that likely contained a sodium-bound

hydrocyanic acid. In the corresponding MS3, only one abundant group

of signals [C8H10/8/6O4N2Na3]
� (�CO2, (�H2/�2 H2/�3 H2)), among

numerous very minor signals was detected. The MS4 only revealed

species with a high DBE content that made the formation of new

carbon─carbon bonds upon fragmentation inevitable again.

3.7.4 | MeII-EDTA complexes

In the negative IRMPD MS/MS of MeII-EDTA complexes [MeHL]�

(Me = Ca, Ni, Cu, Zn), the loss of water was of highest intensity for

Ca- and Ni-EDTA (Figure S41). For Zn-EDTA, [C8H11O4N2Zn]
� (�2

CO2, �H2) dominated the corresponding fragment spectrum. Cu-

EDTA only showed two abundant signals here. Namely, the CuI frag-

ment [C5H9O2NCu]� (�3 CO2, �C2H4N
•) and most abundantly

[C7H13O2N2Cu]
� (�3 CO2). In the subsequent MS3, Ni-EDTA did not

yield any signals, while [C5H9O2NCu]� (�2 CO2, �C2H4N
•) and

[C7H13O2N2Cu]
� (�2 CO2) were most and second most abundant for

Cu-EDTA again. Ca-EDTA showed unusual fragmentations in the

MS3. The loss of a carbon atom to [C8H11O6N2Ca]
� was not observed

for any other metal here and the cleavage of the central dia-

minoethylene bridge by C2H4 loss was unique for Ca-EDTA as well.

Zn-EDTA mostly lost CO2 and C4H7N to [C4H4O4NZn]�. In the subse-

quent MS4, Cu-EDTA did not yield any signals, but Ni-EDTA showed

a most abundant loss of C2H5N to [C6H8O4NNi]�. The Zn-EDTA

IRMPD MS4 was dominated by [C4H4O4NZn]� (�C4H7N) and Ca-

EDTA most intensely lost H2CO2 to form [C7H9O2N2Ca]
�. The MS5

was only possible for Ca- and Ni-EDTA and most abundantly pro-

duced loss of water for Ca-EDTA and a unique combination of losses

of CH5N, two H2, H
•, and addition of two water leading to the most

abundant fragment [C6H7O4NNi]� for Ni-EDTA. Ni-EDTA also

formed the corresponding NiII species [C6H8O4NNi]� (�CH5N, �2

H2, +2 H2O) here. A similar Ca species, [C6H6O2NCa]� (�CH5N) was

also observed. All these unique Ni and Ca fragments had to include a

N─C carbon shift or direct binding of an alkyl residue to the

metal core.

3.7.5 | MeIII-EDTA complexes

In the IRMPD MS/MS of MeIII-EDTA complexes [MeL]� (Me = Al, Fe,

In), Fe- and In-EDTA mostly showed losses of two CO2, while single

and triple CO2 losses were also observed (Figure S42). Al-EDTA most

intensely yielded [C4H5O5NAl]� (�CO2, �CO, �C4H7N), while a num-

ber of signals showed a low number of DBEs. [C4H7O5NAl]� (�CO2,

�CO, �C4H5N), [C6H9O4NAl]� (�2 CO2, �C2H3N), and

[C5H7O4NAl]� (�2 CO2, �C3H5N) all formally contained a diol func-

tionality, rather than a carboxylic acid residue. In the subsequent MS3,

this was further increased for Al-EDTA and also for In-EDTA, as

[C4H7O4NAl]� (�CO2, �C4H5N) formally contained two and

[C4H5O4NIn]� (�CO2, �C4H7N) or [C6H10O4N2Al]
� (�CO2, �C2H2)

one diol residue. While Fe-EDTA and In-EDTA mostly showed losses

of CO2 here, Al-EDTA generally showed a higher preference to lose

CO rather than CO2 to keep the related hydroxyl group bound to the

detected fragment. A further loss of CO2 to [C7H12O2N2Me]� domi-

nated the MS4 spectra for Fe- and In-EDTA, while Al-EDTA most

abundantly yielded the loss of C2H5N to [C6H7O4NAl]�. Al-EDTA

again produced dominant signals that involved a loss of CO rather

than CO2. The MS5 could only be acquired for Fe- and In-EDTA and

led to the detection of only MeII fragment signals for Fe-EDTA.

3.7.6 | Ln-EDTA complexes

The negative IRMPD MS/MS spectra of the Ln-EDTA

complexes [LnL]� (Ln = Y, La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Tm, Lu) were characterized

by most dominant losses of a single CO2 for all Ln-EDTA complexes

(Figure S43). Additionally, a number of signals undoubtedly comprising

a water addition have been detected. In the subsequent MS3, the

majority of lanthanide complexes mainly showed addition of water as

most abundant signal, while most fragment signals had already been

detected in the former MS/MS. In the following MS4, the majority of

signals again showed an addition of water, while here, all abundant

signals comprised losses of amino residues. The corresponding MS5

could only be acquired from [C6H9O5NLn]�, as an activation of the

corresponding threefold CO2 loss species [C7H12O2N2Ln]
� did not

yield any signals. These MS5 yielded a diverse picture. While for the

majority of Ln-EDTA complexes the loss of ketene (and H2) was most

abundant, La-EDTA showed a most intense water loss here.

In general, negative IRMPD showed a high frequency of alkylamino

losses for the investigated Me-EDTA complexes. In contrast to positive

IRMPD, were mostly CO2, ketene (and water) was lost, this higher fre-

quency for alkylamino losses was rather similar to negative CID or

HCD. Albeit observed water additions were lowest under IRMPD con-

ditions, the Ln-EDTA complexes showed a significant amount of spe-

cies that had acquired water during negative IRMPD activation. The

formation of Ni+ and Cu+ species, frequently observed during the

other activation methods, was less pronounced in negative IRMPD,

while Fe-EDTA still showed the formation of Fe2+ species. Table 3

gives an overview of general fragmentation tendencies during negative

IRMPD in comparison to positive IRMPD activation.

4 | CONCLUSION

By utilizing CID, HCD, and IRMPD, the fragmentation behavior of

EDTA, its corresponding sodium complexes, and a large variety of

metal complexes have been extensively investigated. The loss of the

four carboxylic acid functions as carbon dioxide molecules represen-

ted the dominant and omnipresent fragmentation for EDTA and most

of the investigated metal complexes. Besides, losses of ketene, carbon

monoxide, and alkylamino residues were also frequently observed

under all activation conditions for positive and negative ions.

The investigated MeII-EDTA complexes showed the largest

diversity in fragmentation behavior among the different investigated
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groups here. The differences of Ca-EDTA to the remaining MeII

complexes were understandable due to its alkaline earth origin. The

significant distinctions between Ni-, Cu, and Zn-EDTA, however,

often appeared to be less straight forward. While for Ca- and

Zn-EDTA, only the 2+ oxidation state was detected throughout all

experiments; Cu- and also Ni-EDTA frequently showed the 1+

oxidation state. Similarly, the MeIII-EDTA complexes showed a

divergent behavior, although less pronounced in comparison to the

MeII complexes. Al-EDTA had a high tendency to bind oxygen atoms

mostly as hydroxide within the formed fragments, while always

being detected as AlIII species. Iron on the other hand frequently

showed FeII and partially also FeI species. Indium exhibited less

activity towards changes in oxidation state. A similar behavior had

been observed during our previous study on the fragmentation

behavior of DOTA complexes.25 For the investigated Ln-EDTA

complexes, clearly dominant water uptakes were detected. Under

non-collisional activation (IRMPD), the addition of water was less

dominant, but also apparent in higher MSN spectra. In contrast to

the Ln-DOTA complexes, the Ln-EDTA complexes did not show an

even oxidation state or radical species at significant abundances, as

only even electron fragmentations were observed for the Ln-EDTA

complexes.

In summary, for the different activation condition and polari-

ties, a distinct fragmentation behavior of all investigated metal

complexes could be proven. This was clearly visible by comparing

the corresponding abundances of fragment ion intensities in the

MS/MS spectra of the various complexes during CID, HCD, and

IRMPD activation in positive and negative ionization mode

(Figures S44–S49).

The results presented here might be exploited in further studies

to further explore the gas phase chemistry of the various metal-EDTA

complexes. As the proposed fragment structures are hypothetical, gas

phase vibrational studies appear to be suitable to clarify the partially

unique structures and also the general fragmentation behavior. Fur-

thermore, this study might give valuable impact on quantification of

EDTA and the corresponding complexes in molecular MS (e.g., ESI and

MALDI), as it clearly defines potential single (SRM) and multiple reac-

tion monitoring (MRM) pathways that are essential under low spectral

resolution conditions for detection and quantification of these com-

plexes. In summary, all EDTA complexes at first glance a showed a

comparable fragmentation behavior when activated under different

conditions. However, at a close examination, the differences were

quite vast.
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